PatchMap In Action - Simple GPS Search

PatchMap Exclusive Features
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Tired of getting lost or stuck? PatchMap shows
you road grades before you leave the shop!

Route to your wellsite or the
center of any LSD with a few
simple steps. The PatchMap
SD Card is compatible with
nearly any Garmin GPS.
With PatchMap you can
search by a specific LSD, PNG
or Oilfield specific point of
interest.

No more guessing, get the
specifics on where you are
going and how you are
getting there.
Know your road grades

Have an LSD for a Bottomhole
Location? PatchMap will take you to
the surface location every time!

Compatible with 3D Terrain View from Garmin!

With the info tool, ensure your
search is correct...

PatchMap Features:
Search by LSD
See KM posts
Radio Frequencies
Pipelines
Facilities
Lakes, Rivers, Creeks
Well information indicates:

x
Well information screen
indicates Well Operator, Spud
Date, Oilfield and Well Status.
Time and distance from your
current location.
Follow your calculated
route with clear turn by turn
directions, both written and
with voice prompts. Get Radio
Frequencies and Kilometer
Posts along the way for safe
traveling.

Well Operator
Spud Date
Oilfield
Well Status
What do you need?
PatchMap is specific to Garmin GPS. Your Garmin
must have an SD or Micro SD slot to load
PatchMap. This program is compatible with both
in-vehicle and handheld units.
10702 100 Street Grande Prairie AB
1-87-PATCHMAP . 780-814-2130
sales.skybase@gmail.com

589,000km of Road across Western Canada
The Most Complete Set of
Garmin GPS Oilfield Maps Available

What is PatchMap
PatchMap is the Most Complete Set of Garmin GPS
Oilfield Locations and Road Information
Available – Period
We have more roads – 130,000 MORE
KILOMETERS OF ROAD – than any other GPS
software available. That’s probably why PatchMap is
the most popular oilfield mapping software in
Western Canada. Our patch-specific GPS map means
you can find any oil field well licensed (active and
abandoned) and any facility in Alberta,
British Columbia, and Saskatchewan.

1-87-PATCHMAP . 780-814-2130
10702 100 Street
Grande Prairie AB, T8V 3X8

PatchMap is the most comprehensive set of
continually updated oilfield roads in existence
anywhere. With PatchMap in your Garmin GPS you are
just a few clicks away from a job-specific digital map.
Whether you’re looking for a wellsite, facility, battery,
compressorsite, plantsite or the center of an LSD,
you’ll get turn-by-turn directions to your destination.
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